SIR SAMUEL WAY STATUE
A SITE ON NORTH-TERRITAGE

Sir George Murray

Sir George Murray, who opened the UNIVERSITY OF TASMANIA, addressed the students at the University.

Advertiser, 16 May 1924

THE CONSERVATISMUM
STUDENT'S CONTEST

Although the impending election on Monday is the main event of the week at the Conservatismum, the students' contest for the best student speech was an event of great interest. The subject for the students to debate was: "The University should be a government institution." The students were to consider the pros and cons of this statement and present their arguments in a public debate.

Newspaper Clipping, 16 May 1924

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE.

LAW AND COMMERCE.
IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION.

The Legation-Governor (Sir George Murray), in officially opening the conference on behalf of the Legislative Council of South Australia, welcomed the representatives of the chambers of commerce who had assembled to take part in the discussions. He said that, while the chambers of commerce were primarily concerned with the economic interests of the country, they were also interested in the welfare of the community as a whole. Sir George Murray stressed the importance of education in the development of commerce and industry.

Newspaper Clipping, 16 May 1924
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